
U.S.S. Ganymede – September 8, 1998

XO_Louis:
The Ganymede has been invaded by intruders and a phaser battle has ensued on the main bridge...

XO_Louis:
ACTION:  Ensign Sulla rolls across the floor and takes a shot at the intruder (Malconian #1), his shot stuns the intruder and he falls to the floor. The remaining intruders on the bridge are quickly defeated and subdued…

XO_Louis:
…The Malconian contingent remaining on the Ganymede has locked out all bridge controls, including helm, weapons, OPS, computer access, engineering, and life support. There are no functional controls on the bridge except for communications…

XO_Louis:
…The Malconians have taken control of the battle bridge, engineering, and the main computer core. There are security force fields on all main entries to these areas and no access to security controls. The Malconians are downloading technical data on all Ganymede systems.

XO_Louis:
<<<<<<<   RESUME MISSION   >>>>>>>

CTO_Cain:
*All Security*:  Attempt to use the Jeffry tubes to moves through the ship and subdue the intruders.

FCO_Vid:
::kneels next to Sirach to check vitals::

TACSirach:
::on the ground, unconscious, thinking unconscious thoughts::

SO_Sulla:
::with pirates ooc, trying to log on to computer--with no luck::

CmrSpicer:
::unconscious on the bridge decking::

ENGBishop:
::crawling through jeffries tubes::

CSO_Paldn:
::tries to revive the commander::

SO_Sulla:
::pulls out PADD from tunic and tries a remote access::

CO_Olbrun:
@::resuming negotiations with Fred::

FCO_Vid:
::tries to rouse Sirach::

CmrSpicer:
::seemingly able to scowl, even in unconsciousness::

OPS_Rhian:
::assessing the situation::  CDR Spicer: All controls have been locked out of the bridge

TACSirach:
::slowly regains consciousness...then losses it again::

CmrSpicer:
::groaning, under Paladine's ministrations::

CSO_Paldn:
All: keep the intruders covered

XO_Louis:
@Dara: I don't want to negotiate with anyone but the person responsible for paying us. ::Whispered in her ear::

CmrSpicer:
::squinting up at the Commander::  Paladine:  Any better since I last left things?

OPS_Rhian:
::noticing CDR Spicer's condition...redirects comment towards acting XO::

ENGBishop:
::trying to find a pick up internal sensors on his PADD::

SO_Sulla:
Sky: Trying to access the main computer via PADD access--might bypass the bridge lockout.

CNS_Warke:
::is observing the events happening::

CO_Olbrun:
@::she nods, keeping a hold on one of his hands:: Robert: All right, then we play the card we've got, and bluff like crazy.

FCO_Vid:
::Attempts to mind meld with Sirach to help him regain consciousness::

CSO_Paldn:
Commander: all the bridge intruders are subdued but the ship has been compromised

TACSirach:
::being melded::

CTO_Cain:
Spicer:  Security attempting to access the Jeffry tubes to get to the intruders.

XO_Louis:
@:: Nods in return ::

TACSirach:
::regains consciousness::

TACSirach:
::shakes head:: what happened?

FCO_Vid:
Sirach:Good to have you back:

CmrSpicer:
Well, let's look on the bright side...I'll have a headache until next week.   ::standing unsteadily::

CSO_Paldn:
Sulla: excellent, try to access intruder controls and gas all decks

FCO_Vid:
you were stunned by a Malconian:

TACSirach:
FCO: good to be back ::looks around::

XO_Louis:
ACTION:  The orbit of the Ganymede begins to decay… Atmospheric entry in 30 minutes.

OPS_Rhian:
Sulla:  Perhaps we can try to regain some control using the comm circuits

SO_Sulla:
Sky: Aye, sir

CTO_Cain:
Sirach:  Are you just gonna lay around all day?

CmrSpicer:
::swaying a bit and scowling::  All stations, report status.

CO_Olbrun:
@<Fred>::comes lumbering back over:: Robert: All right, let's deal.

TACSirach:
::cracks neck a bit:: FCO: Thank you for your assistance

TACSirach:
FCO: I owe you one

CSO_Paldn:
Commander: perhaps I could mind meld with a pirate?

MEDgesuin:
:: waiting for casualties::

CTO_Cain:
Sirach:  How do you feel?

XO_Louis:
@:: Smiles :: Well, If you take us to your buyer, we can deal... how does that sound?

SO_Sulla:
OPS: Yes, by utilizing internal comms and the PADD system--we should be able to regain control

TACSirach:
::looks at CTO:: CTO: Gee...thanks

ENGBishop:
::tries to get an internal visual pickup of the bridge to ascertain the condition of the bridge crew::

CmrSpicer:
Paladine:  Go to it.  But, don't get dirty mucking around in there.

TACSirach:
::walks to CTO:: CTO: alert...with a bit of a headache on the side...you?

CO_Olbrun:
@<Fred> Robert: He doesn't like to be bothered...that's why I've been hired.

CTO_Cain:
Sirach:  I'm intact, do you feel well enough to attempt a manual override of forcefields so security can get to the intruders still on the ship?

FCO_Vid:
::tries to raise helm through PADD without success::

SO_Sulla:
Sky; Internal comms here are down--I can't get access from here.  I need to get off the bridge

XO_Louis:
@:: Looks at Dara and then looks back at Fred :: OK, we'll be going then.

TACSirach:
CTO: nor rain nor shine...I'll get right on it

CmrSpicer:
::lightly walking over to the big chair::

CTO_Cain:
Sirach:  That’s the postman I know.

TACSirach:
::mumbles:: nor phasers

TACSirach:
::grins::

CSO_Paldn:
Sulla: perhaps we can cut through the door with a phaser

TACSirach:
::attempts to override the forcefields::

XO_Louis:
ACTION: Ganymede orbit decay complete in 25 minutes.

CO_Olbrun:
@::Dara nods, and begins to stand, and is shoved back into her seat by Fred's hand on her shoulder::

SO_Sulla:
Sky: Will try to, sir.

FCO_Vid:
Cmdr Spicer: We are experiencing orbital decay:

CO_Olbrun:
@<Fred> Robert: You can leave, but because she's got the merchandise, she stays.

SO_Sulla:
CTO: Can we burn through the door to get off the bridge?

CmrSpicer:
Vid:  Time estimate to total decay?

CSO_Paldn:
~~`attempt to meld with a pirate to gain information~~~

FCO_Vid:
Cmdr. Spicer:Maam approx. 25 min.

CTO_Cain:
Sulla:  We can use our phasers to cut the door, but the bridge is currently sealed.

TACSirach:
CTO: I can't override the fields, but people seem to be using the jeffries tubes...security should be able to handle that

ENGBishop:
::climbs to bridge jeffries tube access::

TACSirach:
CTO: as long as they have been keeping up with their training

CmrSpicer:
OPS:  I need a total count of intruders aboard, and locations.

XO_Louis:
@Dara: Would you like to stay with this gentleman alone? :: Takes out disruptor and points it at his crotch ::

SO_Sulla:
CTO: How far do the force fields extend-is there anywhere we can get out?

MEDgesuin:
::starts getting edgy::

OPS_Rhian:
CDR Spicer:  I'm attempting to access internal sensors

FCO_Vid:
Cmdr.Spicer:Maam still no helm control on the bridge:

CmrSpicer:
Sky:  I want ideas on how to remain in orbit as long as possible.

CO_Olbrun:
@::Dara's eyes start to sparkle, because she's laughing on the inside:: Robert: I don't think so....

CmrSpicer:
Vid:  Work with Engineering to come up with alternatives for staying in orbit.  Or we'll have to get out and push.

CTO_Cain:
Sulla:  The fields are too wide for use to be successful.

MEDgesuin:
::grabs phaser from drawer

TACSirach:
SO: We may be able to leave the bridge using the J tubes

FCO_Vid:
Cso:Sir stabilizers are still in position:

CTO_Cain:
Sulla:  Yes the Jeffry tubes.

FCO_Vid:
Cmdr.Spicer Aye Ma’am:

CSO_Paldn:
~~~attempting meld~~~

CO_Olbrun:
@<Fred> ::knocks the disruptor away:: Robert: You wanna play rough? ::picks him up by the front of his shirt::

XO_Louis:
@:: Smiles :: Sorry Fred.... it's both of us or neither of us.

SO_Sulla:
CTO: Good.  I am going to try to get somewhere where I can access the computer--can you send some security with me?

TACSirach:
CTO: I can go if no one else is available

CTO_Cain:
Sulla:  I can send Sirach with you, the rest of security are attempting to get to the intruders.

FCO_Vid:
*Bishop*:We are in orbit decay and no helm control on the bridge, any suggestions as to how to maintain orbit?:

CTO_Cain:
Sirach:  Go.

CO_Olbrun:
@::Dara stands and steps between them as best she can:: Fred: Let's just go meet with your boss, and we can skip the....bloodletting.

CSO_Paldn:
~~~breaks off meld~~~ Commander: I cant get much out of him

TACSirach:
Cain: aye, good luck here

CNS_Warke:
::is figuring out if there is anything she can do::

TACSirach:
::grabs some equipment and a couple extra phasers::

SO_Sulla:
SO: Very well.  Sky: I am going to leave the bridge in an attempt to get access to the comp.  Sirach will go with me as cover

OPS_Rhian:
CDR Spicer:  I've gotten internal comms back...Cain:  You should be able to contact the security teams now

XO_Louis:
@:: Sighs :: Dara, that's a good idea. :: Wiggles out of Fred's grasp ::

ENGBishop:
*Vid*the bridge is secure? ::sighs in relief::

CSO_Paldn:
Sulla: proceed good luck

CTO_Cain:
Rhian:  Acknowledged.

TACSirach:
::hurries over to Sulla looking like he's ready for war:: SO: all set, you ready?

FCO_Vid:
*Bishop*: As secure as possible:

SO_Sulla:
Sky: Aye sir

CNS_Warke:
Paladine:is there anything I can do to help?

CmrSpicer:
Sky:  Prepare a team to use the shuttles to give us a push-off.  Looks like we'll need them to remain in orbit.

SO_Sulla:
TAC: Yes, follow me and keep your eyes open

CTO_Cain:
Sirach:  Keep in contact, let me know the instant your in trouble.

TACSirach:
Cain: aye

SO_Sulla:
::climbs into jeffries tube::

CmrSpicer:
OPS:  Be prepared to evacuate the shuttle bay if necessary, after we launch the shuttles.

CSO_Paldn:
Commander: we don’t have control of the main computer, the shuttles could be shot

TACSirach:
Sulla: aye, I always due, if you don't you start walking into things

CO_Olbrun:
@<Fred>::reluctantly leads them out of the bar, and out onto the main street::

SO_Sulla:
::raises eyebrow at Sirach::

XO_Louis:
@::Follows behind ::

CTO_Cain:
*All Security*:  Enter Jeffry tubes and attempt to subdue the intruders.

SO_Sulla:
::climbing down towards the back-up core in the eng hull

OPS_Rhian:
CDR Spicer:  understood

TACSirach:
*All Security* Watch out for engineering, myself, and Sulla...we are all using the J tubes

FCO_Vid:
CSO:The shuttles are the only logical alternative at this point:

CO_Olbrun:
@::gives Robert a wink, and keeps a hand on the bag with the merchandise::

CmrSpicer:
Paladine:  We could all be shot.  It's better than going down on the planet.

TACSirach:
::follows Sulla, phaser in hand::

ENGBishop:
::begins heading  for a transporter room via jeffries tube::

CO_Olbrun:
@::a man from the crowd pulls Fred into a shop, and Louis and Olbrun are hard pressed to keep an eye on where he's gone::

SO_Sulla:
::climbing, should take a few minutes::

CSO_Paldn:
Commander: agreed , hopefully when we attempt the ship will be in our hands

TACSirach:
::climbing:: getting quite a workout today

CmrSpicer:
::standing, a bit too suddenly::   Mm.

CSO_Paldn:
Counselor: come with me, we are heading for the shuttles

CNS_Warke:
Paladine:yes sir

FCO_Vid:
::Still making attempts to regain control of the helm by rerouting circuits::

CO_Olbrun:
@::the two follow, and are brought into a hazy, ill-lit jewel shop::

XO_Louis:
ACTION: Orbital decay in 15 minutes.

CSO_Paldn:
::crawling through JT with phaser::

SO_Sulla:
::stops outside of the B/U core access::  Sky; I am outside one of the back-up cores.  I am going to attempt to bring it on line and simulate a fault in the main core so that control shifts over

CNS_Warke:
::following Paladine through JT with phaser::

OPS_Rhian:
CDR Spicer:  Our orbit will decay in 15 min

FCO_Vid:
*Eng*: have you found any circuits that can be bypassed to regain the helm from there?:

CSO_Paldn:
*All crew who can hear , repel the invaders*

SO_Sulla:
::Enters comp core::

CmrSpicer:
Splendid.  I just love these little outings.

TACSirach:
*CTO* Do the security units know about all the crew members using the tubes?

CmrSpicer:
Paladine:  Let's get a move on with those shuttles.   I hate to be late.

XO_Louis:
ACTION: Phaser fire can heard all across the ship.

CTO_Cain:
*Sirach*  they have been alerted to their presence.

CSO_Paldn:
::feverishly sliding down JT::

CmrSpicer:
OPS:  What can you tell me about that phaser fire?

TACSirach:
*Cain* If I get shot again, we're going to start to show slides of what a crewmembers looks like

CO_Olbrun:
@<voice from the dark> I understand you're looking to trade Starfleet technology for information.....

CNS_Warke:
::following Paladine::

ENGBishop:
*Vid*not yet I cant do much with what I have, I need access to engineering or at least a working computer access

OPS_Rhian:
CDR Spicer:  I am receiving reports of rapid phaser fire shipwide

XO_Louis:
@:: Hair stands up on neck ::

CSO_Paldn:
::heading for SB::

SO_Sulla:
::brings b/u core on line::

CmrSpicer:
Rhian:  Well, we must be doing something right, or they wouldn't have any reason to shoot.  Track it and report.

TACSirach:
Sulla: how's it going?

XO_Louis:
ACTION: Malconians are still downloading data.

OPS_Rhian:
Spicer:  Aye sir

FCO_Vid:
*Eng*:Acnowledged:

SO_Sulla:
TAC: Working on it ::frowns in concentration::

ENGBishop:
::grabs a phaser and heads for one of secondary cores::

CmrSpicer:
TAC:  Is there any way to take over this ship's functions from a shuttlecraft?  All we'd need would be one critical system or two.

CNS_Warke:
::following Paladine:: Paladine:we're going to get the medic?

TACSirach:
Sulla: take your time if you need it

CSO_Paldn:
Counselor: we need to survive, stun any inbound enemies

CO_Olbrun:
@::she keeps her cool, just like in the old days....::Voice: Yes. We have two PADDs on us, and other cargo on our ship. The PADDs were just to get attention.

TACSirach:
*Spicer* It's sounds like a good possibility

OPS_Rhian:
Spicer/Cain:  It could be possible with the transponder codes

SO_Sulla:
TAC: Can you damage the main core, somehow?  I have it set up so that the fault will cause the control system to shift to this core, which I control and have locked access to

CNS_Warke:
Paladine:understood  ::sets phaser to stun::

TACSirach:
Sulla: we can fire a phaser at it and short it out

CO_Olbrun:
@::she reaches out and takes Robert's hand, on the outside she's calm, but she doesn't have a good feeling about the pit they've been led into::

CmrSpicer:
Sirach:  Give it a whirl then.  Take five minutes.  Six if you need them.

SO_Sulla:
TAC: Hold on--let me check with the CO

CmrSpicer:
::pacing::

XO_Louis:
ACTION: Orbital decay in 10 minutes.

CO_Olbrun:
@<Voice>Robert: And what do you do in this little enterprise?

CSO_Paldn:
::reaches Shuttlebay:: Counselor: you take one shuttle and I'll take another, GO now

TACSirach:
Sulla: or if we drained, or overloaded it's power grid

XO_Louis:
@:: Hands are clammy and cold ::

FCO_Vid:
Cmdr.Spicer:Maam Decay in 10 Min.:

ENGBishop:
::arrives in secondary core::

CNS_Warke:
::goes and gets in one of the shuttles::

SO_Sulla:
*Spicer*: I have set up the computer system to fault trip to a core i control and have locked.  request permission to damage the main core to cause it to trip off-line

CmrSpicer:
Thank you Mr. Vid.  You have a promising career in Announcing.

CSO_Paldn:
::dashes into a shuttle and fires her up::

CmrSpicer:
*Sulla*  Do it.

XO_Louis:
@Voice: I am the entrepreneur.... only looking for a profit. She is my rock and steadying force.

SO_Sulla:
*Spicer* Aye

SO_Sulla:
TAC: Go and take out the main core

TACSirach:
Sulla: aye

CO_Olbrun:
@::her lips quirk into a smile, but it smoothes quickly:: Voice: I'm just the pilot.

FCO_Vid:
Cmdr.Spicer:Thank you Ma’am:

TACSirach:
::starts towards main core::

SO_Sulla:
::standing by b/u core, ready to take control::

CNS_Warke:
::starts shuttle up and prepares to take off::

TACSirach:
*Cain* I'm heading towards the main core, what's the security status there?

CmrSpicer:
::pacing::   

SO_Sulla:
::locking out third core so that pirates can't use it::

CTO_Cain:
*All Crewmembers* :  Arm yourselves and subdue the intruders, be careful.

CmrSpicer:
::thinking::   I'd forgotten about the waiting.

CSO_Paldn:
::keys in controls and...............launches:: *Counselor launch after me*

CmrSpicer:
::hearing the announcement with a wicked grin::

CTO_Cain:
*Sirach*  All crew members are attempting to subdue the intruders to secure the ship.

CNS_Warke:
*Paladine*:understood

TACSirach:
::aims at the main core::

CmrSpicer:
::whirling on OPS::  Track those intruders and tell me what's happening.

TACSirach:
*Sulla* about to fire at the main core, are you ready?

CO_Olbrun:
@<Voice>Give me the PADDs. I need to begin to establish some trust before you get anything.

SO_Sulla:
*TAC* ready

CmrSpicer:
::swaying a bit::  Oof.

CO_Olbrun:
@::the comments are directed at Robert::

TACSirach:
::fires phaser at the main core::

OPS_Rhian:
Spicer:  I am as yet unable to access internal sensors

XO_Louis:
@Voice: I would love to, what will we get in return?

CmrSpicer:
Rhian:  Keep working on it.  I need information.

TACSirach:
*Sulla* Did it work?

OPS_Rhian:
CDR Spicer: Aye

CmrSpicer:
::breathlessly awaiting Sirach's report::

CNS_Warke:
::launches shuttle::

SO_Sulla:
*TAC* Not yet--keep firing, need more damage

TACSirach:
::continues to fire:: this might hurt soon

CSO_Paldn:
@maneuvering::

CO_Olbrun:
@<voice> For the moment, your lives. ::Olbrun and Louis can hear movement in the room:: After trust has been built, you get your information.

TACSirach:
::increases power and fires repeatedly at main core::

TACSirach:
*Sulla* got it back yet?

CmrSpicer:
All stations:  Report.

SO_Sulla:
::adjusting controls trying to get control::

XO_Louis:
ACTION: Computer core trips and triggers a reset on most systems. Security is still locked out. Malconians are still in the main core down loading data.

OPS_Rhian:
CDR Spicer:  Shuttles are away

TACSirach:
*Sulla* What did that do?

OPS_Rhian:
CDR Spicer:  Systems coming back on line

FCO_Vid:
Cmdr>Spicer:Still no power to helm Ma’am waiting on Eng to jump Core:

CmrSpicer:
Rhian:  Excellent.  Seal the intruders in.  Shunt off the main core from them immediately.  Erect a force field around them.  I want them.

ENGBishop:
Sulla:Any way I can help here?

XO_Louis:
@Voice: That is a good compromise, I'm looking forward to doing more business with you.  :: Hands the PADDs to the voice ::

TACSirach:
*Spicer* I think we got it...not sure yet

SO_Sulla:
*TAC* Appears to have worked--restoring helm control and instituting intruder countermeasures in battle bridge

CSO_Paldn:
@*Counselor* stand by

TACSirach:
*Spicer* Anything exciting happening there?

CSO_Paldn:
@::maneuvers shuttle:: * Commander we are clear of the ship*

TACSirach:
*Sulla* aye

CNS_Warke:
@*Paladine*standing by

CO_Olbrun:
@::a hand emerges from the darkness and takes the PADDs, examining them, and verifies that they are Starfleet issue:: <Voice> How did you get these?

OPS_Rhian:
CDR Spicer:  The main core has been shut down... am scanning all decks

TACSirach:
*Sulla* where shall I go? Do you still need assistance?

SO_Sulla:
*Spicer* I have control--releasing anesthezine gas into battle bridge

CmrSpicer:
*Sirach*  No.  Just filing our nails up here. Round them up and stick them in the brig.

XO_Louis:
ACTION: Many Malconians are being captured and downed by the crew of the Ganymede.

OPS_Rhian:
Cain:  I'm patching results of the can to your console

SO_Sulla:
*TAC* Come back here and cover me

FCO_Vid:
Cmdr.Spicer:The Helm IS responding again initiating impulse power to regain orbit:

CmrSpicer:
::nodding at Vid::

TACSirach:
*Spicer* Right now I have to make sure that no one kills Sulla

CSO_Paldn:
@*Commander* how is the fight going?

CmrSpicer:
::wondering if she can possibly get the ship cleaned up in time before she meets up with Olbrun again::

TACSirach:
::heads back towards Sulla::

CO_Olbrun:
@Voice: If we told you that, then there wouldn't be any way to keep us as your exclusive supplier.

CTO_Cain:
*All Crew Members* Upon capturing any Malconians, keep them under constant guard until security can get to you.

OPS_Rhian:
Spicer:  shall I recall the suttees?

FCO_Vid:
::Slowly pulls ship back to prior position::

CmrSpicer:
*Sirach*  You do that.  Then round them up and report to me when they're in the brig.

ENGBishop:
::takes a few crewmen to engineering to retake it::

CmrSpicer:
Rhian:  Yes, please.

TACSirach:
*Spicer* aye

TACSirach:
::arrives at Sulla:: Sulla: ready to return to the bridge?

CSO_Paldn:
@*Counselor* angle into position to aid the ship if necessary*

CmrSpicer:
*Paladine*  Just peachy.  Come on back and help me with the little interrogation party I'm planning to throw.

SO_Sulla:
::locking down ship--coordinating with *CTO*::  CTO: I have internal security on-line  Do you want to take it over?

FCO_Vid:
Cmdr.Spicer:Maam previous orbit reestablished:

ENGBishop:
::exits jeffries tube in main engineering and begins firing at intruders::

OPS_Rhian:
COMM:  Paldn/Warke...return to the ship

CNS_Warke:
::angles shuttle into position to aid ship:: @*Paladine*Ready

CTO_Cain:
Sulla:  Aye.  ::Takes over internal security sensors:: Got it.

XO_Louis:
ACTION: Malconians complete their down load and contact their ships for transport.

CSO_Paldn:
%::raises shields::

SO_Sulla:
::attempting to raise shields::

TACSirach:
::hands Sulla a phaser:: Mind if I go capture some intruders?

OPS_Rhian:
CDR Spicer:  Should we attempt to prevent the Malconian vessels from leaving?

CSO_Paldn:
%::*Counselor* raise your shields and charge phasers

CO_Olbrun:
@<Voice> And you want information....what do you want?

CTO_Cain:
::readies weapons::  *Sky*  Weapons are ready if needed sir.

SO_Sulla:
TAC: Stay here--this is the locus of control and needs to be protected

CO_Olbrun:
@Voice: We want to know who you're working for.

CNS_Warke:
%::raises shield and charges phasers::

FCO_Vid:
Cmdr.Spicer:Maam Shall I lay in a course to intercept the Malconian vessels?:

TACSirach:
Sulla: aye ::begins to look around for intruders::

TACSirach:
*Cain* Any intruders in my area?

XO_Louis:
ACTION: Malconians are unable to transport.

CTO_Cain:
::relays internal security sensor information to all security::

CSO_Paldn:
%::circling around the Pirate transports::

SO_Sulla:
::shutting down transporter systems and attempting to jam Malconian comms::

TACSirach:
*Cain* Also is there anyway we can get some more security to protect this core?

CTO_Cain:
Sirach:  No Malconians in your area at this time, I will keep you informed of any movement toward you.

CTO_Cain:
Sirach:  Aye.

CO_Olbrun:
@<voice>::exhales, and a chair squeaks as he leans back:: Olbrun: I like the way you two do business. ::there's a pause:: I work for the Orion Syndicate.

TACSirach:
*Cain* aye

ENGBishop:
*Security* can we get assistance down here please!::

ENGBishop:
::ducks behind bulkhead and fires at intruders::

CSO_Paldn:
%::scanning Pirate transport::

OPS_Rhian:
Cdr Spicer:  I am attempting to block the intruders comms to their vessels

CmrSpicer:
*Paladine*  While you're out there, earn your keep.  Round up the prisoners from the two transport ships and bring them in.  We'll throw a big interrogation party for everyone.

CmrSpicer:
Rhian:  Indulge yourself.  ::wicked grin::

CO_Olbrun:
@Voice: The Orion Syndicate has a hand in the Akaarat civil war?

XO_Louis:
ACTION: Malconian #2 begins to transmit data to an unknown location.

CTO_Cain:
*Security team 2*:  Report immediately to engineering to assist Ensign Bishop.

SO_Sulla:
*Spicer* I need help down here--perhaps a OPS officer?

CO_Olbrun:
@<Voice> We have a hand in everything....and now we have a hand in your doings. Welcome.

TACSirach:
*Spicer* I'm going to stay here, along with any security units Cain can spare to protect this core

CSO_Paldn:
%*Commander* Aye Aye, ::tries to jam Pirate transmissions

CNS_Warke:
%*Paladine* need help?

CTO_Cain:
*Bishop*  On their way to you now.

XO_Louis:
@:: Smiles at the voice with acceptance ::

ENGBishop:
tries to make it to main core and setup a containment field around primary controls::

CSO_Paldn:
%*Counselor* order the second transport to heave too and be boarded

CmrSpicer:
*Sirach*  Good work.  Coordinate with Cain.

XO_Louis:
ACTION: Much data was transmitted before being jammed.

CTO_Cain:
*Sirach*  Security will be within 100 meters if anything happens.

ENGBishop:
*CTO*Acknowleged

OPS_Rhian:
*Sulla*  What do you need?

CNS_Warke:
%*Paladine:yes sir

CSO_Paldn:
%COM: Pirate Transport 1: Heave too and prepare to be boarded

TACSirach:
*Spicer* Already did so, security is within 100 meters if I need them

CmrSpicer:
Cain:  Apprise me when the prisoners are all accounted for and in my brig.

TACSirach:
*Cain* aye, and thank you

SO_Sulla:
*OPS* I need somebody to help me run the ship--are you ready to accept control up there?

CTO_Cain:
Spicer:  Aye sir.

CO_Olbrun:
@::Dara and Robert are then being pushed out the door:: <Voice> We will be in touch. And remember...trust is a very important commodity. Don't betray it.

CNS_Warke:
%*second trnsport*heave down and be prepare to be boarded

XO_Louis:
@Dara: I think our work is done here, and we can be on our way to try and find some more merchandise for this gentleman.

CTO_Cain:
*All Security*:  Report.

OPS_Rhian:
*Sulla*  Affirmative

CmrSpicer:
::trying to mentally envision the mission report for this one::

CTO_Cain:
::receiving security reports on Malconians<mmm>::

TACSirach:
*Cain* pretty silent here...for now

SO_Sulla:
*OPS* :  transferring control

OPS_Rhian:
*Sulla* Receiving 

FCO_Vid:
Cmdr.Spicer:All Nav systems are now online and operational:

CTO_Cain:
Sirach:  You clear for now.

CmrSpicer:
Good Vid.

CSO_Paldn:
%::fires a shot across Pirate transport 1's bow::

CO_Olbrun:
@::she stays silent, and walks out into the press of the crowded streets. She notices that she and Robert still have a hold of each other's hands through all of this::

ENGBishop:
*ship wide* Any engineers that are free at the moment please report to main engineering::

TACSirach:
*Cain* clear for now

SO_Sulla:
*Spicer*  Full control has been restored to the bridge--all computer systems locked out with fractal codes.

XO_Louis:
@::: Keeps walking to the outskirts of town ::

CmrSpicer:
::nodding to Sulla::  

CTO_Cain:
Spicer:  All Kraft intruders are now secured in the brig sir.

TACSirach:
*Cain* do we have the intruders that d/l all that info?

ENGBishop:
::attempting to compile a full damage report::

CO_Olbrun:
@::the crowds thin as they approach the edges of town::

CmrSpicer:
Cain:  Excellent.  I'm looking forward to this.

OPS_Rhian:
Spicer:  I am trying to find out what they downloaded

CmrSpicer:
Mr. Cain, you have the bridge.  I'll be in the brig.

CTO_Cain:
Spicer:  Aye sir.

CmrSpicer:
Mr. Rhian:  Report that to me as soon as you know.

XO_Louis:
@Dara: Well I think that went well. We didn't get ourselves killed.

CSO_Paldn:
%*Commander* permission to fire on the transports to disable

CNS_Warke:
%*Paladine*I've received no response

CmrSpicer:
*Paladine*  Permission granted.

SO_Sulla:
TAC: you are released for other duties--I will remain here on guard

CO_Olbrun:
@::she drops his hand:: Robert: Alive is good. Let's get out of here.

FCO_Vid:
CTO:Sir the ship is at station keeping helm responding at nominal:

CmrSpicer:
::stalking toward the turbolift::

CSO_Paldn:
%*Counselor* target engines and shields, fire

TACSirach:
Sulla: Security units are within 100 meters if you need them

CTO_Cain:
Vid:  Acknowledged.

TACSirach:
*Cain* I'm coming to the bridge

TACSirach:
::goes towards bridge::

CNS_Warke:
::targets engines and shields with phasers and fires::

XO_Louis:
@Dara: Agreed. :: Follows ::

CTO_Cain:
Sirach:  Acknowledged.

CSO_Paldn:
%::strafing run on Transport 1fires on Engines and Shields::

SO_Sulla:
::guarding core--phaser at the ready::

TACSirach:
::pops out of J Tubes, with a sore back, onto the bridge::

CO_Olbrun:
@::she activates the transporter, and Olbrun and Louis are beamed aboard their runabout::

ENGBishop:
::makes sure main systems are fully online from protected backups in secondary cores::

TACSirach:
::walks over to TAC station:: Cain: do we have all the intruders?

XO_Louis:
ACTION: Both transport ships are disabled with minimal damage. The Ganymede initiates tractor beams to hold the ships.

CTO_Cain:
Sirach:  Nice to see you in one piece and awake.

SO_Sulla:
::whew, it worked::

CTO_Cain:
Sirach:  All intruders in the brig.

TACSirach:
Cain: nice to be seen, I see you have command of the ship...interesting ::grins::

CSO_Paldn:
%*Ganymede* permission to return home

TACSirach:
Cain: is my assistance needed anywhere?

CmrSpicer:
::stalking out of the turbolift and towards the brig::

CO_Olbrun:
@::materializes on the runabout, and immediately sits in the pilot's seat, setting course away from the planet::

FCO_Vid:
CTO:Sir tractor beams holding renegades nicely:

OPS_Rhian:
*Spicer*  I was able to recover part of the transfer log.  It appears they were successful in accessing technical specs concerning the warp drive.  They also attempted to retrieve tactical and data encryption information with unknown success.

CTO_Cain:
Sirach:  Can you have all damage report sent to me.

CmrSpicer:
::nodding at the brig officer, who is mopping up his face::

TACSirach:
Cain: aye

TACSirach:
::doing damage reports::

CTO_Cain:
Vid: Good, keep a good hold on them.

XO_Louis:
ACTION: One last Malconian exits from the J/t near the brig and fires on Spicer taking her down....

FCO_Vid:
CTO:Aye sir:

TACSirach:
::analyzing results::

CmrSpicer:
*Rhian*:  Have a full report on my desk in an hour.  I'll have to send all this off to Starfleet in some sort of report.

FCO_Vid:
::turns tractor beam up a notch::

CSO_Paldn:
%*Counselor* lets return home

OPS_Rhian:
Cain:  I'm detecting phaser fire near the brig

TACSirach:
::sends damage report to Cain's PADD::

XO_Louis:
ACTION: The Brig officer fires at the Malconian and takes him down, then calls S/B for help.

CTO_Cain:
Rhian:  Aye.

CmrSpicer:
oof

ENGBishop:
::gets a repair team together to begin repairs on main computer core::

CO_Olbrun:
@::she engages the course, but doesn't take the runabout to the Ganymede immediately::

TACSirach:
Cain: SB has been called to the brig

OPS_Rhian:
*Brig* Report status

CmrSpicer:
::collapsing on deck, her last thought::  It's just not my day....

CTO_Cain:
Sirach:  Have security take a look, send two teams.

XO_Louis:
@:: Lets out big sigh :: That was too scary.

CSO_Paldn:
%::lands in shuttlebay and powers down::

CO_Olbrun:
@::smiles:: Just like the old days, if you ask me.

TACSirach:
*Security Team 3 & 4* Report to the brig on the double

CNS_Warke:
%::lands in shuttle bay and powers down shuttle::

SO_Sulla:
::faithfully guarding the critical computer core::

OPS_Rhian:
Cain:  The brig reports a lone Malconian has injured the CDR

FCO_Vid:
::tractor beams holding steady::

CSO_Paldn:
*Paladine to Bridge* send a boarding party to the transports and capture them

OPS_Rhian:
Cain:  He has been neutralized

TACSirach:
::raises head to OPS's report::

TACSirach:
Oh great

XO_Louis:
@Dara: It did remind me of days past. I just don't want to think about what this information means to the Federation.

ENGBishop:
::Arrives at main computer core::

CTO_Cain:
Rhian:  Aye.  what is the commander's status?

ENGBishop:
Sulla: May we pass ::grins::

CTO_Cain:
*Sky*:  Acknowledged.

CO_Olbrun:
@::she gathers up her hair and starts putting it up into a bun as soon as the autopilot has been engaged:: Darling...oh wait, we're not married anymore. Robert, then, it reminds me of my first host. Dagrina...the pirate lady.

SO_Sulla:
ENG: pass::grins::

OPS_Rhian:
Cain:  Unknown...she is alive but unconscious

ENGBishop:
::takes team into core and begins work::

CSO_Paldn:
Counselor: good work

TACSirach:
*Sulla* How are you doing?

CTO_Cain:
Sirach:  Lead and coordinate the boarding parties

CNS_Warke:
Paladine:thank you sir and you did good work also

XO_Louis:
@:: Laughs :: You always have one up your sleeve. You were joking, right? Pirate?

SO_Sulla:
*TAC* All well here

TACSirach:
Cain: aye

CSO_Paldn:
::heads for TL:: Bridge

CO_Olbrun:
@::she turns and looks him right in the eyes:: I'm not kidding about the pirate. And I think we need to have a chat once we're back on the Ganymede.

ENGBishop:
::repair teams eagerly begin repairing core::

CTO_Cain:
::on bridge in charge of the universe::

XO_Louis:
<<<<<<    END MISSION >>>>>>


